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domicil of the parents', a view which, if adopted, would require
each lex domicilii to be satisfied. It is, of course, true that to
attribute to the child the domicil of his father where his parents
have different domicils is to beg the question of his legitimacy,
for, since the domicil of an infant is that of his father if legiti-
mate but of his mother if illegitimate,1 it is impossible to fix his
domicil until the question of his legitimacy has been settled.2
Nevertheless, logic must not be allowed to impede the best
solution of the problem, and the solution most favourable to
the child, it is submitted, is to agree with Wolff that 'legitimacy
is concerned with the relationship between child and father',3
and that therefore the domicil of the natural father should be
decisive.4 It would seem that it is this relationship upon which
most emphasis is placed by the Continental legal systems.5 In
the leading case of In re Grovey6 Stirling J., after citing author-
ity for the view that 'the status of a person, his legitimacy or
illegitimacy, is to be determined everywhere by the law of his
country of origin',7 i.e. the law of the place where his parents
were domiciled at his birth, went on to say:
'If the parents have different domicils (as may happen where they
are not married), the authorities shew that the domicil of the father is
to be regarded, and not that of the mother.'8
This is admitted without question in cases of legitimation.
Moreover, it is significant that the operation of the English
Act which now recognizes the legitimacy of a child born of a
void marriage is confined to a case where the father is domiciled
in England at the time of the child's birth.9 The fact that the
legitimacy may not be recognized in the separate domicil of the
mother is irrelevant.
Thirdly, the decisive date for fixing the domicil of origin Effect of
is the birth of the child. A child, no doubt, is deemed at birth ^^jof
to have been in existence from the time of conception,10 and if after
conception
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